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THE LOGISTICS CLUSTER ENSURES AN EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT LOGISTICS RESPONSE DURING HUMANITARIAN EMERGENCIES THROUGH COORDINATION, INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND ACCESS TO COMMON LOGISTICS SERVICES.

12,354 m³
Cargo stored

1,883 mt
Cargo transported (air, sea, land)

OPERATIONS HIGHLIGHTS

BANGLADESH
3,550 m³
CARGO STORED
255 mt
ROAD TRANSPORT
23 ORGANIZATIONS SUPPORTED

CAR
255 mt
ROAD TRANSPORT

DRC
1,618 m³
CARGO STORED
42 mt
AIR TRANSPORT
84 ORGANIZATIONS SUPPORTED

IRAQ
1,674 m³
CARGO STORED
34 ORGANIZATIONS SUPPORTED

NIGERIA
1,029 TRUCK MOVEMENT REQUESTS
38 HUMANITARIANS TRAINED

SOMALIA
21 mt
AIR TRANSPORT
5 ORGANIZATIONS SUPPORTED

SOUTH SUDAN
388 mt
AIR TRANSPORT
65 NATIONAL STAFF TRAINED

SYRIA
631 TRUCKS COORDINATED FOR TRANSPORTATION

YEMEN
180 mt
SEA TRANSPORT
115 K LITERS OF FUEL DISTRIBUTED
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